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"If any of the pl a nets be populated \'Ii th beings like our-
selves having the gift of language and knowledge to adapt the great 
forces of Nature to their wants, they could oscillate immense stores 
of electrical energy to and fro, in telegraphic order, and it would 
be possible for us to commune by telephone with the people of Mars" 

Sir ~Jilliam Preece, February 23, 1894 

SECTION I 

INT ROD UC TI ON 

l .1 Electromaqnetic Resources 

In 1867 James Clerk Maxwell predicted the ability to transmit 

electromagnetic waves through space and in 1886 Hertz proved the 

existence of such waves. By 1894, twenty-seven years after Maxwell's 

prediction, Sir William Preece prophetically predicted in the opening 

quotation a level of communication by electrmagnetic waves which is 

with us today even if the people of Mars are not. The proliferation 

of devices which depend on the emission of electromagnetic waves for 

the transmission of intelligence has been unparalleled in the history 

of modern technology. 

This rapid devel6pment has not been without its problems, 

foremost of which is the fact that the electromagnetic spectrum is 

a natural resource and like all other natural resources is not with-

out limit. Historically, as more and more demands were made on the 

spectrum, technology had advanced to the point where increased needs 

could be met by raising the operating frequency of newly invented 
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devices. This philosophy of the past is rapidly approaching a limit 

in our current era of millimeter wave utilization. 

This limit is essentially the result of technology barriers 

imposed at the high frequencies and propagation constraints on the 

waves themselves. To utilize more effectively the limited spectrum 

resource is, therefore, one of the most pressing problems of the day. 

The challenge is that of making maximum use of every available fre-

quency and in particular the millimeter wave frequencies which are 

thus far the least crowded. 

1.2 Purpose of Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the practical 

aspects of rain induced depolarization of millimeter waves. Rain pre-

sents severe problems to propagation of waves at these high frequencies. 
t 

These problems were almost neglig~ble at the lower frequencies used 

in the past. Undesirable effects of precipitation center on signal 

strength attenuation and the depolarization of propagating waves from 

their transmitted polarizations. 

Rain depolarization is the subject of this investigation; it, 

rather than attenuation, was selected for two reasons. First, rain 

attenuation of millimeter wave signals has received much attention 

both theoretically and experimentally. Experimentally derived attenua-

tion design criteria are available as are many excellent attenuation 

prediction models. This is not the case with depolarization which 

until recently has not been the subject of as extensive research. 
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Secondly, polarization of electromagnetic waves could provide a key 

to frequency sharing and thus more effective utilization of our 

available spectrum resources. 

Electromagnetic theory tells us that when a completely pola-

rized wave is intercepted by a receiving antenna two limiting cases 

of power transfer can occur. If the receiving antenna has the same 

polarization as the arriving wave maximum signal strength will be 

transferred to the antenna. On the other hand, if the receiving 

antenna is orthogonally polarized with respect to the incoming wave 

no signal power vJil l be transferred. Those intermediate cases which 

fall in between complete polarization alignment of the receiving 

antenna and orthogonal polarization alignment, or cross polarized case, 

will be a received signal strength of some proportionate value depend-

ing on the amount of polarization mismatch between the wave and the 

antenna. We can use this theory for applications such as: polariza-

tion diversity to eliminate fading of signal strength; simultaneous 

transmission of two distinct signals at the same frequency over the 

same path using polarization multiplexing. We must also answer the 

question of whether it is logical to require a given system to operate 

under a fixed polarization constraint and expect to maintain a stated 

reliability under changing atmospheric conditions. 

Solutions to problems like the above or similar problems re-

quire the answer to certain fundamental questions. For example, we 

could ask, what cross polarization isolation threshold can we design 

for a system, and what must it be for a given application? What amount 
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of depolarization can be expected due to causes along the propagation 

path? Rain is the prime depolarizer encountered by millimeter wave 

signals along atmospheric paths and therefore can be used for worst-

case predictions. Technological advances come almost daily in this 

field and given a specific technological design goal at which to aim, 

most will eventually be satisfied. 

The following investigation treats rain induced depolarization 

from a probabilistic standpoint. Using a deterministic model as a 

foundation, the analysis is extended to include not only mean de-

polarization predictions, but also predictions of the expected 

variance about the mean. The amount by which the depolarization 

deviates from the mean is most critical to systems designers con-

cerned with depolarization effects. Any significant deviation from 

the mean could easily cause a critical reception threshold value to be 

exceeded. In light of this there is a need for depolarization models 

~1hich are capable of not only mean predictions but also the expected 

variation to which a system might be subjected in a physical operating 

environment. The model presented takes a step in this direction with 

the goal of establishing some basic data which systems designers can 

use and, hopefully, apply to polarization design which may alleviate 

some of today's spectrum conservation problems. 



SECTION I I 

RAIN DEPOLARIZATION 

2.1 Depolarization Mechanics 

Any electromagnetic wave is said to be polarized if its 

electric field vector varies repetitively with time. The figure traced 

by the tip of the electric field vector as it moves along the direction 

of propagation defines the polarization of the wave. Certain waves, 

such as those which emanate from outer space, do not demonstrate this 

harmonic process and are unpolarized. There are also waves which are 

only partially polarized. The waves generated for communications pur-

poses are transmitted with a definite polarization. This class of 

waves is said to be completely polarized. It is with these completely 

polarized waves and their undesired change in polarization along a 

propagation path with v1hich comnunications systems designers are 

concerned. 

Once an electrical polarization state has been established it 

can be analyzed as the resolution of two orthogonal electric vector 

components [l]. The simplest case is linear polarization where the 

tip of the electric field vector harmonically traces a straight line 

along the propagation path. The two orthogonal components of a 

lineda1ny polarized 1vave are easily visualized as the horizontal and 

vertical components of the electric field vector. For the linear 

case where the electric field vector is at an angle theta (e) with 

5 
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respect to the vertical reference plane the component resolution would 

be as shown in figure 2.1.l. 

f (ELECTRIC FIELD VECTOR) 
E (VERTICAL) 

I (HORIZONTAL 

Fig. 2.1.l. Linear Polarization Resolution 

As the linearly polarized wave traverses a rain cell, the wave 

will be intercepted by rain drops and the electric field will be 

attenuated and phase shifted by the drops [2]. If the rain drops were 

perfectly spherical in shape the horizontal and vertical components of 

the electric field would strike the same relative volume and attenua-

tion would be equal. In this case there would be no significant rota-

tion of the electric field vector and no depolarization of the wave. 

Raindrops are not perfect spheriods as shovm by Jones [3]. In fact, 

rain drops consist of symmetrical and unsymmetrical distortions of 

spheriods. It is this deviation of the drop shape from a perfectly 

spherical drop which causes the orthogonal components of the electric 

field to strike different relative volumes and thus to be transmitted 

differently. Since the components are attenuated differently, the 

resultant electric field vector changes in both magnitude and phase. 
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Either phase rotation or differential attenuation acting alone 

or both acting together can produce depolarization. Though the pre-

ceeding description is for the linear case, the mechanics of rain-

induced depolarization for the more general elliptical case follow in 

exactly the same way. 

There are three parameters of a raindrop which determine its 

depolarization effect on an incident electromagnetic wave. First, 

there is the deviation of the drop shape from a true spheriod. As a 

result of research at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University [4] based on the shape distribution presented by Jones it 

has been determined that effectively about 40% of the drops in a rain 

cell are of such a shape as to cause significant depolarization effects. 

The second variable parameter is the canting angle of the 

raindrop. This angle is defined as the angle of deviation of the 

minor axis from the vertical and is critical in that it essentially 

defines the orientation of the drop in relation to the orthogonal com-

ponents of the electric field vector. At present there is no real 

agreement on the prediction or distribution of canting angle relative 

to rain rate or wind velocity. 

The third factor of relevance to depolarization is the total 

number of drops and their relative diameters in a given rain cell. Of 

the three mentioned variables, this last is the best defined. Laws 

and Parsons [5] have carefully developed statistics which relate drop 

size distribution to rain rate. These accepted distributions will be 

used extensively in the development of the rest of this thesis. 
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2.2 Depolarization Models 

Theoretical investigation of the effects of rain on electro-

magnetic waves began in 1908 with Mie [6] in his work relevant to 

light scatter by spheres. Subsequent anplications proved his work to 

be inaccurate, and he did not delve into the matter of depolarization. 

Significant theoretical model development began around the time of 

World War II when microwave communications and high frequency radar 

brought rain effects to prominance. All throughout this period the 

models were concerned with attenuation predictions and work tended 

to neglect the depolarization effects of rain. 

True mathematical investigation of depolarization began with 

the work of Oguchi [7] in 1960. He was the first to attack the problem 

of nonspherical drops and thus to consider the depolarization effects 

of this shape distortion. His investigations of the phase rotation 

caused by drop shape laid the foundation for much of the current de-

polarization research. The drop forward scattering coefficients 

calculated by Oguchi [8] in his subsequent works again will be used 

extensively in this thesis. 

At present the subject of depolarization is being extensively 

studied both here and abroad [9, 10], and an excellent method of 

analysis [ll] has been published. Investioators working under NASA 

sponsorship at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

have developed a definitive depolarization n~del [4] which directly 

calculates the cross polarization level from a summation of the 

scattered fields of a raindrop ensemble as opposed to the previous 
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use of attenuation predictions. The summation technique of this 

scattering model and its ability to accept parameter variations easily 

makes it highly compatable with digital computer analysis, and it was 

accordingly chosen as the foundation for this thesis. This model will 

be referred to as the Scatterin9 Model. 

2.3 Probabilistic Analysis 

A true step by step chronological development of the history 

of depolarization models is not considered necessary for inclusion in 

this paper which has practical rather than theoretical goals. The 

brief outline of the preceeding section mentions some of the numerous 

models which have been proposed. Suffice it to say that the central 

theme of the majority of all previous models is that of mean de-

polarization predictions; they are deterministic models. 

Using mean rain parameters the models predict mean value out-

puts. The tendency of actual experimental results, due to the random-

ness of natural effects such as rain, is to scatter both above and 

below the predicted mean value. Depolarization measurements reflect 

this process and deviate, due to the randomness of depolarization 

parameters, from predicted mean values. 

In this thesis the Scattering Model, a deterministic model, 

will be n~dified to predict an output distribution of cross polari-

zation levels which will be shown to be an effective measure of de-

polarization. Previous depolarization scatter predictions usually 

consisted of considering worst case situations along with the mean 

value or in the analysis of the scatter which had been measured 
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experimentally. The fundamental purpose of these models was not to 

predict scatter from statistical analysis of the distributions of a 

rain variable which caused the depolarization as is proposed here. 

To take a deterministic model and convert it to a probabilis-

tic model is the reverse of the usual development process. The reason 

for this is that numerous random variables come into play in the true 

random analysis of rain, creatinq a monstrous problem in random media 

analysis. The process is further complicated by the fact that 

reliable distributions for these random variables, with one exception, 

are unresolved at this time. Based on these facts and the requirement 

for rain analysis, reasonably well defined expected values had to be 

used as the basis for model development. Thus the family of determi-

nistic models was developed. 

The Scattering Model has provided the basic tool, due to its 

easy parameter variation, with which to take a first step towards a 

reliable probabilistic model. The question which had to be resolved 

was that of which depolarization porameters of rain would and could 

be varied probabilistically. It has been previously stated that drop 

size distributions were the only universally accepted known distri-

butions of rain depolarization parameters. Drop size distributions 

were thus chosen to be the random variable in this investi9ation. 

The irregularity of drop shape and canting angle will not be 

allowed to vary in this investigation as there are currently no studies 

on which to base their randomness. The techniques developed can 

easily be extended to encompass these variables when accepted 
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distributions become available. The effect of using mean values for 

these parameters on the results can only be surmised with the infor-

mation currently available. Current thought is that canting angle is 

relatively stable in a given rain cell, and deviation about the mean 

is not extremely radical, in which case use of a mean value seems 

justifiable. Drop shape distribution variation is also currently 

thought to be relatively stable with an effective mean value of 40% 

oblate drops. Research has shown [4] that slight deviation from this 

value does not radically change theoretical predictions. 

Drop size, on the other hand, does vary significantly about 

the mean storm drop size. This is most pronounced at the more intense 

rain rates. Since the major variation in depolarization parameters is 

in that of drop size one can postulate that, within current knowledge, 

a major portion of the depolarization scatter can be attributed to 

the size distribution. On this assumption this investigation has been 

undertaken with drop size as the random variable. The validation of 

this assumption like all other postulates of this type can only be 

proved or disproved by accurate experimentation or further definition 

of the randomness and variance of the other depolarization parameters. 



SECTION III 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

3. 1 Cross Polarization Prediction 

It has been previously suggested that the use of orthogonal 

polarization schemes were of utmost interest due to the channel iso-

lation characteristics inherent in them. The model therefore should 

concern itself with some acceptable measure of cross polarization iso-

lation between orthogonal channels. 

The model assumes that a linearly polarized signal is trans-

mitted into a rain cell such that its signal strength at the receiver 

in a no-rain condition 1<1ould be unity. The linear polarization is 

tilted at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the horizontal in 

order to minimize scatter due to canting angle variations [4]. This 

polarization tilt angle can easily be varied in the model to satisfy 

specific design requirements. As the \·1ave propagates through the 

rain cell it will be depolarized. The degree of depolarization is 

dependent on the properties of the storm. 

Using the Scattering Model one can predict two power levels 

at the receiving end. One power level is that received by an antenna 

with a polarization identical to the transmitted polarization. This 

polarization is the preferred rolarization since under conditions of 

minimum depolarization, such as the absence of a storm, this antenna 

would transfer maximum power from the incoming wave. The other power 

12 
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predicted is that received by an antenna orthogonally polarized with 

respect to the transmitted wave. This is the cross polarized case 

which under conditions of no depolarization would not absorb any 

power from the incoming wave. 

Since depolarization takes place, both the preferred polari-

zation and cross polarization will take on some finite value. The 

predicted value of each polarization depends on the degree of de-

polarization of the transmitted signal. The cross polarization ratio 

(CPR) as defined in (3.1. l) has been chosen as a measure of the iso-

lation between the orthogonally polarized channels for a single 

transmitted polarization. This being a ratio of two relative power 

levels, the CPR has the units of decibels. 

Cross Polarization Ratio = 20 LOG10 [Cross Polarized Signal Magnitude] 
Preferred Pol. Signal Magnitude 

(3.1.l) 

The above ratio is also referred to as the Cross Polarization 

Discrimination [12] or the Cross Polarization Level [4]. The term 

Cross Polarization Ratio will be used throughout this thesis and is 

the output quantity of the model. No standardized measure of cross 

polarization isolation has yet been universally accepted. 

From the above definition of the CPR one can see that the more 

negative the value of CPR the greater the isolation between the 

orthogonal channels. As more depolarization of the signal occurs the 

intensity of the cross polarized signal will increase in strength and 
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the preferred polarized signal will decrease in strength yielding a 

less negative CPR. When the CPR is zero dB, the signal has been de-

polarized to a level where equal power levels are transferred to both 

receiving antennas. In the case of a positive CPR, the transmitted 

signal has been depolarized to the extent that the power delivered 

to the cross polarized channel exceeds that delivered to the preferred 

polarized channel. The acceptable CPR for a specific application will 

depend on equiprncr1t specifications of the system such as receiver 

'sensitivity, antenna gain, etc. 

If the Cross Polarization Ratio is not an acceptable measure 

for a given application, the nature of the model is such that other 

quantities may be defined to meet a specific need. The actual mathe-

matical values calculated by the model include the magnitude and 

phase of signals in both polarizations. Any or all of these values 

can easily be progran1ned for output by the computer. 

3.2 Propagation Path 

The path length used in the model has been fixed at 1000 

meters and it has been assumed that the rain rate is uniform along the 

entire path. This assumption is questionable when one considers the 

nature of a physical rain cell. Rain intensity in any qiven rain cell 

varies randomly in both space and time [13] throughout the cell, and 

is rarely uniform, especially for the larger rain cells. An accurate 

probabilistic model of a rain cell would tend to increase the accuracy 

of prediction of this model; however, at present there are no such 
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universal models. Even if one were available and universally accepted 

as accurate, the randomness of stonns also varies greatly at different 

physical locations throughout the world. Incorporation of a proba-

bl istic storm intensity generator in the model would probably prove 

to be useful for the specific area of the world for which the model 

was generated. In those areas where the stonn composition differed 

radically from the modeled area, a probabilistic stonn generator could 

theoretically decrease the accuracy of the model rather than enhance 

it. 

After due consideration of the above it was concluded that 

the assumption of a uniform storm intensity over a fixed path length 

would provide acceptable data if the length of the path were carefully 

chosen. The problem of exactly what path length would be acceptable 

was then left unspecified. Correlation between the Scattering Model 

predictions of cross polarization and experimental data over a 1.43 km 

experimental ground link at 17.65 GHz at the Virginia Polytechnic 

Institute and State University was quite good when mean values were 

considered [4]. The deterministic Scattering Model assumes a unifonn 

rain rate over the path and this assumption over the 1.43 km path was 

highly acceptable. Since the variation in rain intensity is greater 

for l anger ce 11 s any increase beyond l. 43 km vmul d re qui re further 

experimental verification. 

Logically the path length could not be made too short since 

the nature of rain is such that it builds up gradually along a path 

rather than abruptly as in a step function. Selection of too short a 
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path would tend to approximate the step function. Combining this 

analysis with that of the preceeding paragraph the 1 km path length 

was selected as a compromise. 

This path length, though arrived at through analysis of exist-

ing storm theory rather than a strong mathematical foundation, does 

not violate the intuitive feelings of knowledgeable persons with whom 

it was discussed. There does not appear to be any scientific basis to 

indicate a more preferable path length though it could easily be shown 

untrue for extremely long paths. A secondary benefit of this selection 

is its per unit (km) value. Current research at Virginia Polytechnic 

Institute and State University is investigating the effects of storm 

intensity variation along a path. If a correlation can be formulated 

in this research it may prove valuable to have per unit values 

especially for statistical variances which can often be combined mathe-

matically for various distributions. The mathematics of the model is 

such that path length is easily varied to encompass a more reasonable 

assumption when and if one becomes available. 

3.3 r1athematical Formulation 

The mathematical forniulation of the probabilistic model is 

based on common statistical simulation techniques. In order to show 

how the Scattering Model was modified to the probabilistic model, a 

brief synopsis of the Scattering Model will be presented and then the 

changes necessary to convert it to a probabilistic model will be 

discussed. 
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The basic rain variable input to the Scattering Model is the 

path average rain rate. The original version of the Scattering Model 

could accurately accommodate any rain rate from 10 to 150 mm/hr. The 

limits on the rain rate range were imposed by two curves developed for 

use in the model. These curves consisted of regression fits to dis-

crete data points so that any rain rate ~lithin the stated range could 

be input to the model. 

The first curve developed for the Scattering Model was based on 

the data presented by La1vs and Parsons. In this curve the discrete 

rain rates presented by Laws and Parsons were used as one axis and the 

most frequently occurring raindrop size was the other axis. By plotting 

the discrete points presented by Laws and Parsons and then regressively 

fitting a curve to these data points a continuous curve was developed 

from which a modal raindrop size for any given rain rate can be ex-

trapolated. In the Scattering Model this modal size raindrop is 

assumed to compose the entire drop population along the propagation 

path. 

The actual depolarization in the Scattering Model is calculated 

from a summation of the effects of drop scattering functions. These 

drop scattering functions consist of various combinations of factors 

relating incident and cross polarization. The drop scattering functions 

depend in port on the forward drop scattering coefficients developed 

by Oguchi [8]. The scattering coefficients calculated by Oguchi were 

for various discrete raindrop sizes. Since the Scattering Model can 

accept any rain rate it is unlikely that one of the modal drop sizes 
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will conform identically to one of the drop sizes for which Oguchi has 

calculated an exact coefficient. 

To retain the continuous rain rate input of the Scattering 

Model a second series of curves were developed from the discrete data 

points presented by Oguchi. Again regression mathematics were used to 

develop continuous curves from Oguchi 1 s discrete data. These curves, 

one for the real part and one for the imaginary part, of both the 

horizontal and vertical scattering coefficients permit calculation of 

these coefficients for any drop size. Since the modal drop size was 

known, an empirical fit to these curves gives the scattering co-

efficients for this modal drop and thus the scattering functions. 

For the probabilistic model, the Scattering Model has been 

modified so as to operate on the raindrop size distribution for a given 

rain rate. Since the probabilistic model requires detailed knowledge 

of the drop size distribution the curves developed for the Scattering 

Model are not aprlicable to the probabilistic model. Elimination of 

these continuous curves restricts the input rain rates to one of the 

rates for which La~s and Parsons have developed drop size distributions. 

These distributions are given for eight discrete rain rates and thus 

the probabilistic model can only be used at these eight rain intensi-

ties. It is possible that this limitation could be bypassed using the 

continuous distributions of Marshall and Palmer [14]; however, the 

stated limitation imposes no serious problems on drawing important 

scattering conclusions as will be shown later in the thesis. 
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The probabilistic model takes a rain rate as input, but does 

not assume that the scattering drop population is composed entirely of 

the modal drop size for that rain rate. Instead, scattering calcula-

tions are based on 13 drop size class intervals for each rain rate 

which have been found to adequately describe all eight Laws and Parsons 

rain intensities. Each of these 13 class intervals have a mean drop 

size for the class interval. These class interval mean raindrops are 

the basis for the statistical analysis conducted in the probabilistic 

mode 1 . 

Class intervals have been chosen so that the mean drop size of 

each class interval is identical to one of the drop sizes for which 

Oguchi has calculated his scattering coefficients. The fact that the 

mean drop size corresponds exactly with the coefficients of Oguchi has 

eliminated the requirement for the regression curves used for this 

purpose in the Scattering Model. Development of the class intervals 

and their correlation with Oguchi 's calculations will be discussed in 

detail in the next section. 

After the rain rate has been input to the model, the scattering 

volume is assumed to consist entirely of drops equal in size to the 

mean drop size of the first class interval. Using this drop size the 

CPR based only on these drops is calculated. This CPR is then 

statistically weighted by the probability of encountering the class 

interval represented by its mean drop for the given rain rate. This 

v1eighted value is retained in computer memory for later statistical 

analysis. Follov1ing this calculation for the first drop size class 
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interval, the process is repeated identically except in the second pass 

of the model the second drop size class interval is used. The process 

is repeated for all 13 of the drop size class intervals. 

After the final pass has been completed the values stored from 

all of the passes are statistically analyzed in accordance with the 

formulae presented in Tahle 3.3.l. Each formula presented in the 

table has the units of decibels, and is in conformance with accepted 

definitions presented in any basic statistics text [15]. 

3.4 Raindrop Distribution 

Introduction of the raindrop distribution into the modified 

Scattering Model presents no serious problem as the distributions were 

well established by the work of Laws and Parsons [5]. Their work in-

cluded a table which took eight discrete rainfall rates varying in 

intensity from .254 mm/hr to 152 mm/hr and defined 28 drop size class 

intervals for each of the storms. The class intervals spanned a 

range of drop diameters from 0.0 mm to 7.0 mm, 1·1ith an interval size 

of .25 mm. The distribution set forth a percent of total drop popu-

1 ation of each drop size class interval within each of the eight dis-

crete rain rates. Conversion of this table to a probabilistic distri-

bution was easily accomplished by dividinq the percent of drop popula-

tion figure by 100 thus yieldin9 the probability of encountering a drop 

class interval in one of the given rain rates. After performing the 

required division a discrete probability distribution resulted. 

The scattering functions used in the probabilistic model re-

quire the scattering coefficients of Oguchi. Oguchi has calculated 



TABLE 3.3.1. STATISTICAL EQUATIONS 

13 
Mean Cross Polarization Ratio= z Cross polarization class (x) . probability of class (x) 

x=l 
(3.3.1) 

13 
Cross Polarization Ratio Variance = z ((Cross polarization class (x)) 2 . probability of 

x=l 

class (x)) - Mean Cross Polarization Ratio2 (3.3.2) 

Standard Deviation of Cross Polarization Ratio= /Cross- Polarizaffo-n-Ratio Variance (3.3.3) 

'" 
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these coefficients for drop diameters from .5 mn to 6.5 mm in 13 

discrete increments. In his work Oguchi also made use of the work 

of Laws and Parsons and therefore his drop diam~ters are compatable 

with Laws and Parsons. 

Combining adjacent Laws and Parsons class intervals in groups 

of two (except for the first and last class) yields a distribution 

of larger class intervals with a subsequent higher probability of en-

countering each of the extended classes in each of the rain rates. 

This larger-size or extended class interval distribution is also a 

valid drop size distribution and the class combination is a valid 

statistical manipulation. The advantage in performing this combina-

torial step is that each of the extended class intervals has a mean 

drop diameter at each rain rate equal to one of the drop diameters used 

by Oguchi in his scattering calculations. 

The first and last interval probability of Laws and Parsons 

were included in the immediate adjacent expanded class. This progres-

sion was justified because for the Laws and Parsons first class inter-

val of drop diameters ranging from 0.0 mm to .25 mm there are only 

infinitessimal probabilities of encountering drops in this interval 

for rain rates up to 12.7 mm/hr. The probability never exceeds .01 

which is negligible when compared with other probabilities in these 

light rain rates. The last class of Laws and Parsons comprising drop 

diameters from 6.75 1m1 to 7.00 mm has a finite probability of 

occurance only at the highest rain rate considered and is again 

negligible when compared to the rest of the distribution at this rain 
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rate. Table 3.4.l shows the probability distribution which results 

and which was used in the model. 

This modified distribution allows the probabilistic model to 

calculate depolarization based on a drop size for which one of 

Oguchi 's scattering coefficients has been exactly calculated. The re-

gression curves, previously mentioned, that are used in the Scattering 

Model have been eliminated from the probabilistic model. This results 

in an increased model accuracy; however, it places range constraints 

on the ~odel. The use of continuous data curve fits give the Scatter-

ing Model the capability for predictions at any rain rate from 10 to 

150 mm/hr. This is not true for the probabilistic model which must 

use one of the fixed rain rates of Laws and Parsons. Use of the 

Scattering Model is required for mean cross polarization predictions 

at any rain rate which is not included in the modified Laws and Parsons 

distribution (Table 3.4.l). 

A comparison of the mean output CPR of the probabilistic model 

1·1ith the Scatterin~ Model sh01·1ed an increase in accuracy at very low 

rain rates where the regression curves used in the Scattering Model 

tend to lose their accuracy. Good agreement in the range above 10 

mm/hr (Fig. 3.4.2) tends to confirm the accuracy of the curves 

developed for use in the Scattering Model. 

3.5 Frequency Considerations 

The frequency variation used in this investigation was per-

formed at the frequencies of 4, 5, 6, 11, 15, 19.3 and 34.8 GHz. 

These are the frequencies for which the complete scattering 



TABLE 3.4.1. MODIFIED LAWS AND PARSONS RAINDROP SIZE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 

Diameter Hean Rain Rate (mm/hr) 
Limits (mm) Dia. (mm) .254 1. 27 2.54 12.7 25.4 50.8 101. 6 152.4 

0.00-0.75* .50 .280 . 109 .073 .026 .017 .012 .010 .010 
0.75-1.25 1.00 .501 . 371 .278 . 115 .076 .054 .046 .041 

1.25-1.75 1. 50 . 182 .313 .328 .245 . 184 . 125 .088 .076 
1.75-2.25 2.00 .030 . 135 . 190 .254 .239 . 199 . 139 .117 

2.25-2.75 2.50 .007 .049 .079 . 173 . 199 .209 . 171 . 139 
,--..;, 
~ 

2.75-3.25 3.00 .000 . 015 .033 . 101 .128 . 156 . 184 . 177 

3.25-3.75 3.50 .000 .006 .011 .043 .082 . 109 . 150 . 161 

3.75-4.25 4.00 .000 .002 .006 .023 .035 .067 .090 .119 

4.25-4.75 4.50 .000 .000 .002 .012 .021 .033 .058 .077 

4.75-5.25 5.00 .000 .000 .000 .006 .011 .018 .030 .036 

5.25-5.75 5.50 .000 .000 .000 .002 .005 .011 .017 .022 

5.75-6.25 6.00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .003 .005 .010 .012 

6.25-7.00* 6.50 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .007 .013 

* Includes classes not categorized by Oguchi; thus the mean drop is not the true mathematical mean 
of the interval as developed in the text. 
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coefficients of Oguchi are available [14]. These frequencies are fair-

ly representative of the range from 4 to 34.8 GHz and the data gene-

rated will show that significant conclusions about scatter and fre-

quency dependancy can be established for the entire range. Expansion 

of this model to include other frequencies outside of the range con-

sidered herein will depend on the calculation of the scattering co-

efficients at the desired frequency using acceptable models to gene-

rate them. 

3.6 Computer Programming 

A listing of the computer program used in the probabilistic 

model is contained in the Appendix. Also included is a list of the 

significant variables which are used in the program. Other than the 

probabilistic changes already mentioned, two basic changes were made 

in the Scattering Model. 

First, the scattering function S21 has been incorporated into 

the model to account for cross to incident polarization for one plane 

of drops. This term was not included in the original Scattering 

Model. Subsequent investigation has shown a need for this term to 

increase the accuracy of the model for long path length predictions. 

Neglecting the term for path lengths under 5,000 meters has no sig-

nificant effect on the accuracy of the model. Since the path length 

chosen for this probabilistic model was well below the length for 

which this function has any significance it was not needed; however, 

it has been included so that the model can be run at lon9er path 

lengths. In addition, inclusion of the term keeps the probabilistic 
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model completely cornpatable with the Scattering Model. A theoretical 

development of the mathematical reasons for requiring the S21 tenn is 

contained in reference 17. 

The second change was a conversion of the program from FORTRAN, 

the language of the Scattering Model, to BASIC. The only reason for 

this change was to permit the model to be executed on a Hewlett 

Packard 9830 processor. Using the 9830, the program was run in an 

interactive mode to facilitate parameter changes. The program 1 i sting 

in the appendix has these interactive features included. A comparison 

of the BASIC program with the FORTRAN program indicates no preference 

for one language over the other, and the included listing can easily 

be reconverted to FORTRAN with no loss of accuracy. 

One derived benefit of using the 9830 in this case was a 

slight increase in computational accuracy due to the increase in 

single-precision computation of the 9830 over the IBM 370 processor 

originally used in the Scattering Model. Conversion of this program 

back to FORTRAN should include the use of double precision arithmetic 

if the same results are expected. 

3.7 Convergence of the Model 

The final consideration to be discussed under the heading of 

t'lode 1 Deve 1 opment is that of convergence. Si nee tile output of the 

model is dependent on a numerical summation process it is imperative 

to insure that the number of summations or iterations be sufficient 

to insure a high degree of convergence of the output to some pre-

defined tolerance. In this case the desired level of convergence was 



chosen to be .l dB. Sample convergence curves are shown in Figures 

3.7.l and 3.7.2. These data were run at a frequency of 19.3 GHz and 

a rain rate of 50.8 mm/hr, values chosen as mid range representatives 

of each parameter. As can be seen from the graphs, mean cross polari-

zation convergence to the desired value occurs in 40 iterations, and 

convergence of the standard deviation occurs in 30 iterations. 

To allow a high safety factor for desired convergence to .l dB 

for all values run in the model the number of iterations was set at 

100. The use of 100 iterations insured good convergence throughout all 

ranges used in this thesis. If processing time is a factor, use of 

50 iterations in the ranges included herein would provide acceptable 

accuracy. 
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SE CTI ON IV 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Mean Cross Polarization Ratio 

The mean Cross Polarization Ratio (CPR) defined in equation 

3.3. l is plotted as a function of rain rate in Figure 4.1.l. Seven 

discrete frequencies are included on the plot so that frequency de-

pendence of the CPR can be observed. Certain fundamental conclusions 

about the mean CPR and rain dependence are obvious from the figure. 

At the lower rain rates the mean CPR exhibits its most nega-

tive values which is indicative of the highest levels of orthogonal 

channel isolation. This fact is the direct result of the composition 

of storms at these lov1 and moderate rain rates. From Table 3.4.l it 

can be seen that the drop size probability distribution is skewed 

towards the smallest drop diameters and none of the larger drops are 

included in the distribution. The larger diameter drops cause con-

siderable depolarization and their absence tends to maintain higher 

values of channel isolation. 

Secondly, as might be expected, at the lower rain rates the 

drop population is composed of « smaller total number of drops along 

the propagation path. This smaller drop population means less rain 

induced depolarization and thus a more negative CPR. This conclusion 

is highly dependent on the assumption of a uniform rain rate along 

the path. Due consideration must be given to the fact that any severe 

31 
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storm sub-cell in the aggregate light rain cell considered could 

result in a significant decrease in channel isolation. This is most 

critical at the lower rain rates where high isolation levels are pre-

dicted. Systems designers must exercise considerable caution if de-

signs are predicated on mean predictions only at these apparent good 

isolation level areas. 

The mean CPR at the higher rain rates tends to level off and 

approach some limiting value as the rain rate is increased. As can 

be seen from the figure this limiting value is a function of frequency. 

The higher frequencies approach a less negative CPR limit than do the 

lower ones. This, again, is an expected conclusion as the electric 

field vector components will suffer increased attenuation at the short-

er wavelengths resulting in a less negative CPR. 

Although not shown, it should be obvious that increasing the 

propagation path length beyond 1 ,000 meters would result in an upward 

shift of all curves in Fi~ure 4. 1. 1. This happens because a longer 

path would encompass more depolarizing drops at any rain rate. The 

increased drop population would produce an increase in depolarization 

with a subsequent decrease in channel isolation. Design of a fixed 

path system would include mean CPR predictions for the specific path 

length involved. 

Mean CPR predictions are not the prime focus of this investi-

gation; however, the preceeding brief analysis was presented so that 

general values and curve trends would be available as background for 

the scattering conclusions which follow. As pointed out earlier, 
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depolarization is a statistical phenomenon and measured CPR values 

will scatter above and below these mean values in an actual operating 

environment. From Figure 4. l. l, there is little relative channel iso-

lation at the higher rain rates and any amount of scatter could be 

significant. The rest of this section will look at what amount of 

scatter might be expected around the mean CPR. The scatter is pre-

dicted in terms of the standard deviation about the mean. Knowing the 

mean and the standard deviation one can determine tolerance levels re-

quired for the system for a specific reliability level. 

4.2 Cross Polarization Ratio Scatter 

The probabilistic model was run for the range of frequencies 

and rain rates previously discussed. Figures 2.4.l thru 4.2.7 

graphically present the results predicted by the model. Each figure 

represents one discrete frequency and shows the relationship between 

the predicted standard deviation of the CPR, hereinafter called the 

CPR scatter, and an increasing rain rate. Analysis of the figures 

leads to certain conclusions which are described in the following 

paragraphs. 

The first conclusion is that, like the mean CPR, the CPR 

scatter curve is relatively flat at the higher rain rates. Considering 

the expanded scale of the ordinate, the deviation at the low rain rates 

is quite insignificant for CPR scatter. Unlike the mean CPR curve 

where the low rain rates are 40 dB below the higher rain rates, the 

scatter curves span a range of only about l dB from the highest to the 

lowest point. Thus within about l dB the CPR scatter can be considered 
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constant for any frequency in rain rates up to and including 152.4 

mm/hr*. This is very interesting \'/hen one considers the distribution 

of drop sizes of Table 3.4.l, and the fact that the distribution 

parameters of the table are not constant. The mean drop size varies 

from .497 mm to l.56 mm, and the standard deviation of the drop sizes 

varies from a low of .288 mm to .516 mm. One \'JOUld expect more out-

put variation based on the drop parameter variation; however, this is 

not the case due to the probabilistic weighting of the drops. CPR 

scatter therefore is relatively independent of rain rate. 

To analyze the variation of CPR scatter with frequency, the 

mean standard deviation for each frequency was calculated. The 

results of the computation are plotted in Figure 4.2.8. Here one can 

see that the mean scatter is bounded below by 2 dB and above by 3 dB. 

Once again a level curve within 1 dB from which it can be concluded 

that CPR scatter is relatively independent of frequency from 4 to 

34.8 GHz based on drop size distribution variation. 

Combining the above conclusions one can infer from the figures 

presented that drop size distributions cause about ±3 dB CPR scatter 

in the frequency range from 4 to 34.8 GHz for rain rates up to and 

including 152.4 mm/hr. The trend of all curves 1•1ould seem to justify 

extension of this conclusion beyond the ranges predicted by the model; 

ho\·1ever, this analysis vlill not attempt to justify this hypothesis. 

* Note the figure of 152.4 mm/hr arises from the conversion of Laws 
and Parsons data which presented rain rates in inches/hour. 
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Interpretation of the significance of the above conclusion is 

not easily established. The significance will rest with individual 

communications systems. If a system CPR threshold can absorb three 

standard deviations from the mean then a 99% reliability can be 

expected; however, if less than one standard deviation will exceed the 

threshold then statistically less than 68% reliability can be ex-

pected. What has been shown is that a mean CPR curve can be bounded 

by curves 3 dB above and below the mean curve to encompass one 

standard deviation of scatter, and the scatter bound would be valid 

about all mean CPR curves in the range of variables considered. 

The conclusion is directly applicable to systems designs. The 

designer now has a figure from which to design equipment tolerance 

levels to satisfy a given system reliability requirement. It can also 

be seen that design based totally on a mean value prediction may prove 

unsatisfactory \.'1hen sensitivity thresholds are critical. 

4.3 Resonance Considerations 

As in all mathematical models of physical systems, some con-

sideration of natural resonance must be included. When the raindrop 

diameter is a multiple or sub-multiple of the wavelength inside the 

raindrop, the raindrop and wave may exhibit some form of resonance and 

a peak value will occur. This was found to be true in this investi-

gation. 

Figure 4.3.l is a plot of the unweighted 6 GHz CPR for each 

of the 13 mean drop diameters of the distribution of drop sizes. As 

can be seen a resonant condition is indicated at the 6 mm drop 
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diameter. This diameter is very close to the 6 GHz wavelength inside 

of a raindrop based on the dielectric constant of distilled water as 

a good approximation to the dielectric constant of rain water. The 

calculated wavelength of 5.93 mm would tend to be a low approximation 

due to the impurities in rain water; however, it should be reasonably 

close to 6 mm. This point exhibits the greatest channel isolation for 

the entire curve as the drop acts more like an antenna than an at-

tenuator. The effects of the peak can be seen in Figure 4.2.8 where 

6 GHz has the highest mean scatter. 

The 6 GHz curve was shown as it is the one where the wave-

length inside of the raindrop is closest to one of the mean drop 

diameters considered. Since the resonance is quite sharp, if the 

wavelength is slightly removed from one of the mean drop diameters 

used the resonance is almost undetectable as is the case of the other 

frequencies considered. Depending on how close these two variables 

are there will be some ripple in the curve which accounts for the 

slight waviness in Figure 4.2.8. 

The question as to what, if any, bias these resonant points 

have on the conclusions of the preceeding section needs to be con-

sidered. If all resonant points were included in the calculations 

then the scatter \'/Ould be more pronounced, particularly in higher 

frequencies where more resonant points would occur due to the shorter 

wavelengths. On the other hand the drop size distributions are 

actually continuous distributions rather than discrete, and the proba-

bility of the occurence of the wave striking only the exact resonant 
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diameter drop is zero. In light of this the inherent averaging pro-

cess of the discrete distributions used appears most acceptable and 

the preceeding conclusions are valid. 

4.4 Experimental Verification 

The ultimate proof of any mathematical model is its ability to 

predict values which can be verified by experiment under carefully 

controlled conditions. This is a most difficult challenge with rain 

as a variable since it is impossible to generate a given rain rate 

over a given path. One must take rain as it comes and, therefore, at 

present the best experimental verification one can hope for is a pre-

dicted value which is reasonably well in agreement with an approxi-

mating experiment. 

Analysis of Cross Polarization Ratio data on the Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University 17.65 GHz experimental 

ground system showed a standard deviation of sliqhtly less than 5 dB 

for the 1 .43 km path [4, 18]. This experimentally measured value is 

somewhat higher than that predicted by the model. Some of the dif-

ference may possibly be attributed to the longer path length of the 

experiment than that used in the nDdel. Due to the relatively con-

stant values predicted, it is unlikely that this slight increase in 

path length should produce any significant increase in CPR scatter. 

Likewise, some of the difference may be due to variation in drop 

shape and canting angle. In light of previous discussion of these 

variables it again must be concluded that their cumulative effects 

could not be considered significant. 
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The most probable explanation of the difference between pre-

dicted values and measured values lies with the additional CPR scatter 

introduced by the physical antennas used in the experimental system. 

Unlike the ideal antennas assumed in the model, actual antennas have 

inherent depolarization properties [19]. These antenna effects are 

not included in the model which has predicted CPR scatter due to the 

propagation media alone. The inclusion of actual antennas into the 

system introduces additional scatter into the results. In light of 

the fact that an actual system includes two or more non-ideal antennas 

it appears quite feasible to attribute a major portion of the dif-

ference between the theoretical and experimental CPR scatter to 

antenna effects. 

The fact that the predicted scatter is less than the measured 

scatter is significant since one can now look for other causes of 

scatter. If the predicted scatter were greater than the experimental 

scatter serious doubts could be raised on the validity of the model. 

In light of this one is able to accept the method used and infer a 

reasonable scatter value from it. 

4. 5 Surrnna ry 

The probabilistic model presented is a first step towards a 

completely random model of rain depolarization. Predicted scatter 

based entirely on drop size variation is in reasonable agreement with 

experirnenta lly measured values considering the difficulty in exact 

experimental duplication of the model. The mathematical method 

developed is applicable to all drop parameter distributions which 
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become available. It is also an applicable technique for investiga-

tion of attenuation scatter. 

Further investigation in this area should concern itself with 

integrating other parameter distributions into the model with the goal 

of a prediction closer to that measured experimentally. Secondly, 

each distribution should be investigated separately so that sensitivity 

analysis of all scattering parameters is available. This would enable 

one to design system corrections to compensate for those variables 

which cause the most scatter, and provide a means of designing systems 

based on orthogonal channel isolation schemes. When this has been 

completed systems designers will have a new and effective tool to use 

for spectrum conservation. 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

This appendix contains specific information relative to the 

digital computer program used in this thesis. The program was written 

in the BASIC language and was run on a Hewlett Packard 9830 processor 

with 4 K v1ords of memory capacity. 

Variable input to the program is divided into two classes--

interactive variables and stored variables. Interactive variables 

are those entered from the computer keyboard during program execution. 

Included in this category are frequency, rain rate and drop size 

probabilities for the given rain rate. 

The stored variables consist of the 13 data statements con-

tained in lines 1950 to 2070. Each data line contains one set of 

Oguchi 1 s fon·Jard scattering coefficients for the frequency under con-

sideration. The order of the data entry on each line is as follows: 

Field Vertical component, real part 

Field 2 Vertical component, imaginary part 

Field 3 Horizontal component, real part 

Field 4 llorizontal component, imaginary part 

All fields are free format with a comna used as a delimeter between the 

fields. Data lines must be arranged in ascending order of drop size 

class interval. 
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Figure A-1 is a flow chart of the logic sequence used in the 

probabilistic model. 



PROGRAM LISTING 

10 DIM Y[l 3] 
20 DIM U[l3] 
30 REM ********** 
40 REM 
50 REM MILLIMETER WAVE ATTENUATION AND DEPOLARIZATION 
60 REM S2l INCUDED IN THIS VERSION 
70 REM DISPLAY VERSION 
80 RE11 STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
90 REM VERSION 21 JAN 74 
100 REM 
110 REM********** 
120 U[l]=0.5 
130 U[2]=1 
140 U[J]= 1. 5 
150 U[4]=2 
160 U[5]=2.5 
170 U[6]=3 
180 U[7]=3.5 
190 U[8]=4 
200 U[9]=4.5 
210 U[l0]=5 
220 U[ll]=5.5 
230 U[l2]=6 
240 U[l3]=6.5 
250 REM CALL FOR PROGRAM PARAMETERS. 
260 RE11 
270 1·14=0 
280 \o/2=0 
290 LO=l 
300 K9=360/(2*PI) 
310 Z0=0.4 
320 PO=lOOO 
330 rJ0,.100 
340 A0=45 
350 DISP "ENTER RAIN RATE (MM/HR) 11

; 

360 INPUT HO 
370 DISP "ENTER FREQ. IN GHZ"; 
380 INPUT Fl 
390 FOR J~l TO 13 
400 DISP J, "PROB="; 
410 INPUT Y[J] 
420 NEXT J 
430 REf1 C/\LCULATE l·IAVELENGTH (vlO) 
440 W0=3E+08/(Fl*lE+09) 
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450 PRINT 
460 PRINT 
470 PRINT 
480 PRINT 
490 PRINT 
500 PRINT "********************" 
510 PRINT 
520 PRirJT 
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530 PRINT "PATH LENGTH=";PO;"METERS" 
540 PRINT "PATH SEGMENTS USED=";NO;"SEGMENTS" 
550 PRINT "RAIN RATE"; RO; "MM/HR" 
560 PRINT "POLARIZATION ANGLE";AO;"DEGREES" 
570 PRINT "PERCENTAGE OF OBLATE DROPS";ZO*lOO;"PERCENT" 
580 PRINT "FREQUENCY";Fl ;"GHZ" 
590 REM 
600 REM ANGLE CALCULATIONS 
610 REM 
620 B0=/1,0-90 
630 AO=AO/K9 
640 BO=BO/K9 
650 REM 
660 REM FRESNEL ZONE CALCULATIONS 
670 REi1 
680 CO=P0/2 
690 DO= CO-PO/ (2*rm) 
700 EO=CO+P0/(2*NO) 
710 KO=\,IO*PI 
720 VO=KO*((EO*E0/2-EO*EO*E0/(3*PO))-(DO*D0/2-DO*DO*D0/(3*PO))) 
730 REM 
740 PRINT 
750 PRirH 
760 PRINT "CL/\SS INTERVAL" ;LO 
770 REM ENTER VARIABLE DATA 
780 Pl=Y[LO] 
790 FO=U[LO] 
800 READ Vl , V2 ,Hl ,H2 
810 V2=-l*V2 
820 H2=-l*H2 
830 IF Pl=O THEN 1770 
840 1<2=COS(/\O) 
850 K3=S IN (AO) 
860 Ktl=COS(f30) 
870 K5=SIN(BO) 
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880 REM 
890 REM CALCULATE SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS 
900 REM 
910 Ml=(Vl*K2*K2)+(Hl*K3*K3) 
920 M2=(V2*K2*K2)+(H2*K3*K3) 
930 Xl=(Vl-Hl)*K3*K2 
940 X2=(V2-H2)*K3*K2 
950 X3=(Vl*K4*K4)+(Hl*K5*K5) 
960 X4=(V2*K4*K4)+(H2*K5*K5) 
970 T0=4.6*SQR(FO) 
980 G0=53l*RO/(TO*FO*FO*FO)*VO 
990 K6=0.0005*G0*2*(2/PI)/CO 
1000 Sl=K6*M2 
1010 S2=-l*K6*Ml 
1020 S5=K6*X4 
1030 S6=-l*K6*X3 
1040 S3=K6*ZO*X2 
1050 S4=-l*K6*ZO*Xl 
1060 S7=S3 
1070 S8=S4 
1080 K7=(l+Sl) 
1090 K8= ( l+S5) 
1100 Il = l 
1110 I2=0 
1120 13=0 
1130 14=0 
1140 FOR J=l TO NO 
1150 DISP J 
1160 Ol=((K7*Il)-(l2*S2))+((S7*I3)-(S8*14)) 
1170 02=((K7*I2)+(S2*Il))+((S7*I4)+(S8*I3)) 
1180 03=((K8*I3)-(S6*I4))+((S3*Il)-(S4*I2)) 
1190 04=((K8*I4)+(S6*I3))+((S3*I2)+(S4*Il)) 
1200 Il=Ol 
1210 12=02 
1220 13=03 
1230 14=04 
1240 rJEXT J 
1250 REf1 
1260 REi1 CALCULATE MAG AND PHASE OF M/\I N BEAM 
1270 REM 
1280 Ql=SQR(Ol*Ol+02*02) 
1290 rr 01=0 THEN 1330 
1300 Q2=/\TN(02/0l) 
1310 Ir 01>0 THEN 1350 
1320 Q2=Q2+PI 
1330 IF 01#0 THEN 1350 
1340 Q2=0 
1350 Q2::oQ2*K9 
1360 Q3=20*LGT(Ql) 
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1370 P.EM 
1380 REM CALCULATE MAG AND PHASE OF CROS BEAM 
1390 REM 
1400 Q4=SQR(03*03+04*04) 
1410 IF 03=0 THEN 1450 
1420 Q5=ATN(04/03) 
1430 IF 03>0 THEN 1470 
1440 Q5=Q5+PI 
1450 IF 03#0 THEN 1470 
1460 05=0 
1470 Q5=Q5*K9 
1480 IF Q4=0 THEN 1500 
1490 Q6=20*LGT(Q4) 
1500 REM 
1510 REM CALCULATE CROSS POL RATIO 
1520 REM 
1530 IF Q4=0 THEN 1560 
1540 Q7=Q6-Q3 
1550 REM 
1560 REM CALCULATE DIFFERENTIAL PHASE 
1570 Q8=Q2-Q5 
1580 REM 
1590 REM PRINT RESULTS 
1600 REi1 
1610 PRINT 
1620 PRINT 
1630 PRINT "DROP DIM1ETER"; FO 
1640 PRINT "PROBABILITY OF DROP" ;Pl 
1650 PRINT "SCATTERING COEFF" 
1660 PRINT "VERTICAL";Vl ;V2 
1670 PRirH "HORIZONTAL";Hl ;H2 
1680 PRINT 
1690 PRINT "CROSS POL. RATIO" ;Q7; "DB" 
1700 Rm 
1710 Rm STAT! STI CAL PACKAGE 
1720 REM 
1730 vJl =Q7*Pl 
1740 i.12=\o!2+v11 
1750 \·J3=Q7*Q7*Pl 
1750 t·!4=vl4+W3 
1770 LO =LO+ l 
1780 IF LO<l 4 THEN 740 
1790 vJ5=!·12 
1800 l-16~li/2*\·!2 

1810 t·17=l·l4 
1820 \·IS=v/4-\·16 
1830 v18=M3S(H8) 
1840 \~9=SQR(\./8) 



1850 PRINT 
1860 PRINT 
1870 PRINT 
1880 PRINT "STATISTICAL SUMMARY" 
1890 PRINT "MEAN X POL =";W5 
1900 PRINT "VARI/\NCE =";W8 
1910 PRINT "STD.DEV. ="W9 
1920 STOP 
1930 END 
1940 REM 19.3 GHZ 
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1950 DATA 0.00245432,0.000137256,0.00252051 ,0.000143745 
1960 DATA 0.0202711,0.00223269,0.0214093,0.00241099 
1970 DAT/\ 0.0701442,0.0168422,0.0762033,0.0187113 
1980 DATA 0.150341 ,0.0691491,0.167784,0.077572 
1990 DATA 0.24375,0.150588,0.288596,0. 17399 
2000 DATA 0.37314,0.26864,0.46638,0.3429 
2010 DATA 0.52252,0.45152,0.6596,0.6351 
2020 DATA 0.6632,0.70593,0.802,l.057 
2030 DATA 0.7586,1.016,0.824,1.56 
2040 DATA 0.795,l .335,0.729,2.0399 
2050 DATA 0.801 ,l.6267,0.599,2.448 
2060 DATA 0.81 ,l.884,0.51 ,2.817 
2070 DATA 0.85,2. 123,0.48,3.2 



LIST OF SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES 

Y(x) Probability of encountering a drop size class interval in a 
given rain rate - keyboard input variable, 13 entries required. 

U(x) 11ean drop size diameter of a drop size class interval. 

W4 Statistical variance cross polarization ratio accumulator. 

W2 Statistical mean cross polarization ratio accumulator. 

Z0 Fraction of effective depolarizing drops. 

P0 Path length in meters. 

N0 Number of path segments used in summation process. 

A0 Tilt angle of incident polarization in degrees. 

R0 Rain rate in mn/hr. 

Fl Frequency in GHz. 

W0 Free space wavelength of operating frequency. 

80 Tilt an~le of cross polarization in degrees. 

C0 One half of the total path length. 

V0 Volume of a segment of the path bounded by the first Fresnel 
zone. 

Vl Real part of Oguchi 's vertical fon1ard scattering coefficient. 

V2 Imaginary part of Vl. 

Hl Real rart of Oguchi 's horizontal fon1ard scattering co-
efficient. 

H2 Imaginary part of Hl. 

Ml Real part - scattering function, incident to incident polari-
zation for one drop. 

M2 Imaginary part of nl. 
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Xl Real part - scattering function, incident to cross polari-
zation for one drop. 

X2 Imaginary part of Xl. 

X3 Real part - scattering function, cross to cross polarization 
for one drop. 

X4 Imaginary part of X3. 

T0 Terminal velocity of rain drops. 

G0 Number of drops of mean class interval size in V0. 

Sl Real part - scattering function, incident to incident polari-
zation for one plane of drops. 

52 Imaginary part of Sl. 

53 Real part - scatterinq function, incident to cross polari-
zation for one plane of drops. 

54 Imaginary part of 53. 

55 Real part - scattering function, cross to cross polariza-
tion for one plane of drops. 

56 Imaginary part of 55. 

57 Real rart - scattering function, cross to incident polariza-
tion for one plane of drops. 

SS Imaginary part of 57. 

Il Real part - initial signal strength, main polarization. 

I2 Imaginary part of Il. 

I3 Real part - initial signal strength, cross polarization. 

14 Imaginary part of 13. 

Ql Magnitude of received si(]nal, incident polarization. 

Q2 Phase of received signal, incident polarization. 

Q3 Received signal in dB, incident polarization. 

Q4 Magnitude of received siqnal, cross polarization. 



Q5 Phase of received signal, cross polarization. 

Q6 Received signal in dB, cross polarization. 

Q7 Cross polarization ratio in dB. 

Q8 Differential phase ratio in dB. 

W5 Mean cross polarization ratio. 

WB Variance of cross polarization ratio. 

W9 Standard deviation of cross polarization ratio. 
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Figure A-1. Model Logic Flow Chart. 
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RAIN DEPOLARIZATION SCATTER PREDICTION 

by 

James Louis Hogler 

(ABSTRACT) 

This paper extends an existing mathematical model of rain de-

polarization and attenuation to include the expected variances as 

well as the usually predicted mean values. It emphasizes depolariza-

tion and develops data for waves with frequencies ranging from 4 to 

34.8 GHz propagating in rain cells which vary in intensity from light 

to severe. General causes of output scatter are included, and the 

scatter induced by the rain drop size distribution is examined in 

detail. Predicted cross polarization variances in excess of 9 dB 

for certain frequencies are shown. This variance is significant in 

that it can easily exceed system threshold criteria of mean value 

designs. Methods for extending the depolarization predictions to 

attenuation variances are discussed. The paper concludes with a brief 

examination of resonance encountered when drop diameters are multiples 

or submultiples of critical wavelengths. Conclusions drawn are 

applicable to polarization diversity design; multiple hop systems 

requiring frequency reuse and systems constrained to operate under 

fixed polarizations. 
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